ROOSEVELT AGAIN FLAYS HASKELL
Shows Him as Friend of Standard Oil.

ABUSED POWER IN OKLAHOMA
Prevented Enforcement of Law Against Ocupass.

DISSECTS BRYAN'S POLICY
Wild Contrast Between Democratic Leaders' Words and Their Deeds.

SAYS GAY DECEIVER STOLE HER WATCH
San Francisco Girl Accuses Former Portland Man.

SAYS ROOSEVELT MISSTATES FACTS
Haskell Makes Sharp Reply to Charges.

PLAY WARD POLITICS
President and Editor in Combine, Asserts Governor.

SAYS ROOSEVELT HAS MISLEADING REASON
Kell, Dismissing Nationalist Appeal, denounces Roosevelt's Facts.

OFFICER IS KILLED BY UNKNOWN MAN
Sam Young Murdered at Soilwood.

ASSAULTED WHILE IN SALOON
W. S. Wood, Proprietor, Only Witness of Shooting.

TELLS STORY OF CRIME
Says Masked Man Entered Door and Fired Three Bullets at Profligates, Who Were Veterans on Prec.

EX-PUGILIST DIES TRUE CHRISTIAN
Barney Maynard Called Sunday by Memorial.

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS DEATHS
Great Champion Middleweight of Coast, Falls off Ledge, Then Mississippi.

BENDON, Cal., Sept. 26.—(Special.)—There was a moving picture yesterday at the Bendon Hippodrome where an authentic picture of the death of Barney Maynard was exhibited. The picture was made in Bendon last week and shows the body of Barney Maynard as he lay in the parlor of the hotel of the city. The picture was taken by a special photographer and is the only authentic picture of the death of the champion middleweight of the coast. The picture shows the body of Barney Maynard as he lay in the parlor of the hotel of the city. The picture was taken by a special photographer and is the only authentic picture of the death of the champion middleweight of the coast.

SAYS MILLER'S DEATH A REMINDER
Forced by Labor

LUCAS - EDITOR: Full of Euphoria

Lincoln, Sept. 26.—(Special.)—Full of euphoria, Mr. Lincoln said today: "The country is ready for action, and the time is ripe for the people to take a hand in the government. The country is ready for action, and the time is ripe for the people to take a hand in the government."
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PACIFIC NATIONAL IS GREAT SHOW
Finest Stock in World Is On View.

DOES CREDIT TO PORTLAND
Races Are Up to the Grand Circuit Standard.

FAIR DESERVES PATRONAGE
Efforts Will Be to Place Great Industry Upon a Solid Footing.

Portland Fair announces immense interest is increasing.
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PORTLAND, Ore., Sept. 21—(Special.)—Portland is full of credit to Portland, races are up to the grand circuit standard, and the fair deserves patronage. Efforts will be made to place great industry upon a solid footing.
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